
 

Fitch Places Seven Sri Lankan Insurers on Rating Watch 
Negative 

 

Fitch Ratings - Sydney/Hong Kong - 21 Apr 2022: Fitch Ratings has placed the National 

Insurer Financial Strength (IFS) Ratings of seven Sri Lankan insurers on Rating Watch 

Negative (RWN). The insurers are: 

-National Insurance Trust Fund Board 

-HNB Assurance PLC 

-HNB General Insurance Limited 

-People's Insurance PLC 

-Continental Insurance Lanka Limited 

-Co-operative Insurance Company Limited 

-Sanasa General Insurance Company Limited 

Fitch has also taken rating action on Sri Lanka Insurance Corporation; please see Fitch 

Downgrades Sri Lanka Insurance Corp's IFS to 'CC'; Places IFS, 'AA(lka)' National IFS 

on RWN, published 21 April 2022. 

KEY RATING DRIVERS 

The RWN is driven by heightened near-term downside risks to the insurers' credit 

profiles, including elevated investment and liquidity risks, pressure on regulatory capital 

positions and a weaker financial performance outlook. The RWN also reflects potential 

pressure on foreign-currency obligations for some companies due to the stretched foreign-

currency liquidity in the local banking system. 

Fitch believes recent negative rating action on the Sri Lanka sovereign and on various 

financial institutions underscores the investment risks of domestic insurers, whose 

investment portfolios are dominated by fixed-income securities issued or guaranteed by 

the government, deposits and securities issued by local banks, non-bank financial 

institutions and corporations; Fitch downgraded Sri Lanka's sovereign rating to 'C', from 

'CC' and had placed the ratings of several financial institutions on RWN; see Fitch Places 

13 Sri Lankan Banks on Rating Watch Negative and Fitch Places Bank of Ceylon on 

Rating Watch Negative . 

We believe the heightened investment risks and earnings pressure could affect insurers' 

regulatory capital profiles. A significant deterioration in the credit profiles of financial 

institutions could lead to lower regulatory risk-based capital (RBC) ratios, as investments 

will be subject to incremental risk charges according to local regulatory RBC rules. 
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We think the weak foreign-currency liquidity in the local banking system could limit 

insurers' ability to meet foreign-currency obligations. This includes premium payments to 

foreign reinsurers and other costs that are typically sourced from overseas. Foreign-

currency denominated insurance contract obligations vary by insurer, but tend to be small 

and limited to certain non-motor classes. Fitch-rated insurers do not have any local- or 

foreign-currency denominated debt in their capital structures. 

Fitch expects the weak operating environment to affect insurers' earnings. Growth in 

motor insurance - the largest contributor to non-life premiums for most insurers - is likely 

to remain subdued, as Fitch expects the government's ban on auto imports, imposed in 

2020 to control currency depreciation, to continue. In addition, underwriting profits will 

be squeezed by rising motor spare-part costs due to currency devaluation, while overall 

costs will climb with rising inflation. Insurers also have limited ability to reprice policies, 

given the dent in customers' disposable incomes. 

Sri Lankan non-life insurers rely on international reinsurers to mitigate risks in their non-

motor businesses. Fitch thinks any material changes to reinsurance structures upon 

renewal amid rising reinsurance costs could undermine insurers' risk management 

practices and ability write new business. 

RATING SENSITIVITIES 

Factors that could, individually or collectively, lead to negative rating action/downgrade: 

We expect to resolve the RWN in the next six months once the impact on insurers' credit 

profiles becomes more apparent. Potential triggers that could lead to a downgrade include: 

- inability to access foreign- or local-currency assets to meet the insurers' liabilities 

- any restrictions by the government that impedes the insurers' ability to service foreign- 

or local-currency obligations 

- rising investment and asset risks, including a downgrade of the ratings of financial 

institutions 

- significant liquidity constrains that impede insurers' ability to service foreign- or local-

currency obligations 

- sustained drop in regulatory RBC ratios with no plans to rectify the situation 

- sustained weakness in financial performance and earnings or risk management practices 

- a downgrade of the sovereign rating stemming from a default event. 

Factors that could, individually or collectively, lead to positive rating action/upgrade: 

-There is limited scope for upward rating action given the RWN. 



REFERENCES FOR SUBSTANTIALLY MATERIAL SOURCE CITED AS KEY 
DRIVER OF RATING 

The principal sources of information used in the analysis are described in the 
Applicable Criteria. 

 

Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com 

PARTICIPATION STATUS 

The rated entity (and/or its agents) or, in the case of structured finance, one or 
more of the transaction parties participated in the rating process except that the 
following issuer(s), if any, did not participate in the rating process, or provide 
additional information, beyond the issuer’s available public disclosure. 

http://www.fitchratings.com/


APPLICABLE CRITERIA 

• Insurance Rating Criteria (pub. 26 Nov 2021) (including rating assumption sensitivity) 

APPLICABLE MODELS 

Numbers in parentheses accompanying applicable model(s) contain hyperlinks to 
criteria providing description of model(s). 

• Prism Factor-Based Capital Model, v1.7.2 (1) 

ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES 

• Dodd-Frank Rating Information Disclosure Form 
• Solicitation Status 
• Endorsement Policy 

ENDORSEMENT STATUS 
Co-operative Insurance Company Limited - 

Continental Insurance Lanka Limited - 

HNB Assurance PLC - 

HNB General Insurance Limited - 

National Insurance Trust Fund Board - 

People's Insurance PLC - 

Sanasa General Insurance Company Limited - 

Sri Lanka Insurance Corporation Limited EU,UK Endorsed 

DISCLAIMER & DISCLOSURES 

All Fitch Ratings (Fitch) credit ratings are subject to certain limitations and disclaimers. 

Please read these limitations and disclaimers by following this 

link: https://www.fitchratings.com/understandingcreditratings. In addition, the following 

READ MORE 

SOLICITATION STATUS 

The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained by Fitch at the request of the 

rated entity/issuer or a related third party. Any exceptions follow below. 

ENDORSEMENT POLICY 

Fitch’s international credit ratings produced outside the EU or the UK, as the case may be, 

are endorsed for use by regulated entities within the EU or the UK, respectively, for 

regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU CRA Regulation or the UK Credit 

Rating Agencies (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, as the case may be. 

Fitch’s approach to endorsement in the EU and the UK can be found on 

Fitch’s Regulatory Affairs page on Fitch’s website. The endorsement status of 

international credit ratings is provided within the entity summary page for each rated 

entity and in the transaction detail pages for structured finance transactions on the Fitch 

website. These disclosures are updated on a daily basis. 
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